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$K$ $S^{3}$ knot $R$ $\partial R=K$ compact orientable surface
closed component $R$ $K$ Seifert surface
$oK$ fibered knot exterior $E(K)$ ( $=S^{3}$-int$N(K)$ )
Seifert surface fiber $S^{1}$ fiber bundle
Seifert surface fiber surface knot folia-
tion Heegaard splitting fiber surface
$0$
2 Preliminary
3-manifold theory, foliation sutured manifold theory
[1], [3], [10], [11], [14]
$M$ : a compact orientable 3-manifold.
$\mathcal{F}$ : a foliation on $M$ such that
(1) codimension 1,
(2) transversely oriented,
(3) $\partial M$ $\mathcal{F}$ leaf $\mathcal{F}$ transverse.
2.1. $L$ $\mathcal{F}$ leaf $L$ $\mathcal{F}$ depth
$oL$ depth $0$ $\Leftrightarrow^{def}L$ compact
$o$ depth $j(\leq k)$ leaf
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$L$ depth $k+1$ $\Leftrightarrow^{def}\overline{L}-L$ a union of depth $j(\leq k)$ leaves,
$\overline{L}-L$ depth $k$ leaf
$o\mathcal{F}$ depth $k$ $\Leftrightarrow^{def}k=\max$ { depth $(L)|L$ : a leaf of $\mathcal{F}$}
: leaf foliation depth
2.2. $M=$ (once punctured torus $T^{O}$ ) $\cross I,$ $\gamma=\partial T^{O}\cross I$ sutured manifold
$(M, \gamma)$
$\mathcal{F}_{0}$ $(M, \gamma)$ $T^{o}\cross\{*\}$ foliate
depth $(\mathcal{F}_{0})=0$
$\mathcal{F}_{1}$ $R_{+}(\gamma),$ $R_{-}(\gamma)$ leaf foliate
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depth $(\mathcal{F}_{1})=1$
$\mathcal{F}_{2}$ $\mathcal{F}_{1}$ copy $\gamma$
depth$(\mathcal{F}_{2})=2$
[12]
2.3. $\Sigma$ $M$ submanifold
$\Sigma$ $\mathcal{F}$ transverse $\Leftrightarrow^{def}\Sigma$ $\mathcal{F}$ leaf $\Sigma$ transverse
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2.4. $\mathcal{F}$ taut $\Leftrightarrow^{def}\mathcal{F}$ leaf transverse circle
properly embedded transverse arc
notation
2.5 ([6]). $K$ : a knot in $S^{3},$ $R$ : a minimal genus Seifert surface for $K$
$E(K)$ taut finite depth foliation F R $\mathcal{F}$ leaf, $\mathcal{F}$
$|\partial N(K)$ circle foliate
2.6. $(M, \gamma)$ $S^{3}$ sutured manifold sutured
manifold decomposition $(\Lambda l, \gamma)arrow^{D_{1}}$ . . . $arrow^{D_{n}}(M_{n}, \gamma_{n})$
$(M, \gamma)$ completely disk decomposable
(1) $D_{i}$ disk,
(2) $M_{n}$ connected,
(3) $\partial M_{n}$ a union of spheres $S_{1},$ $\ldots,$ $S_{j}$ ,
(4) $S_{i}\cap s(\gamma_{n})$ a simple closed curve for $1\leq i\leq j$ .
2.7 ([4]). $(\Lambda I, \gamma)$ Seifert surface $R$ complementary sutured mani-
fold $(M, \gamma)$ completely disk decomposable $M$ taut
foliation $\mathcal{F}$ depth 1, $\mathcal{F}$ $\gamma,$ $R(\gamma)$ $\mathcal{F}$ compact leaf
$\partial R$ knot $\mathcal{F}|\gamma$ circle foliate
3 Depth and handle number of Seifert surfaces in $S^{3}$
3.1. $S^{3}$ knot $K$ minimal genus Seifert surface $R$ depth
$d(R)= \min\{depth(\mathcal{F})|\mathcal{F}$ $E(K)$ taut foliation $R$ $\mathcal{F}$ leaf,
$\mathcal{F}|\partial N(K)$ circle foliate }
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: Seifert surface minimal genus
3.2 ([15]). $K$ $S^{3}$ knot $\mathcal{F}$ Seifert surface $R$ leaf
$E(K)$ foliation $\mathcal{F}$ taut $R$ $K$
minimal genus Seifert surface
3.3. $(W, W’)$ complementary sutured manifold $(M, \gamma)$ Heegaard split-
ting
$\Leftrightarrow^{def}(1)W,$ $W’$ compression body,
(2) $W\cup W’=M$ ,
(3) $W\cap W=\partial_{+}W=\partial_{+}W’$ ,
(4) $\partial_{-}W=R_{+}(\gamma),$ $\partial_{-}W’=R_{-}(\gamma)$ .
compression body [9] o
3.4. $S^{3}$ Seifert surface $R$ handle number
$h(R)= \min\{W$ attaching l-handle $|(W, W‘)$ $R$ complementary
sutured manifold Heegaard splitting}
3.5. 3
(1) $R$ fiber surface.
(2) $d(R)=0$ .
(3) $h(R)=0$ .





$R$ Seifert surfaces $R_{1},$ $R_{2}$ plumbing Seifert surface
$D=R_{1}\cap R_{2}$
4.1. $R_{1}$ marked sutured manifold
$R_{1}$ complementary sutured manifold $(M_{1}, \gamma_{1}),$ $I_{1}$ embedding
$D\subset R_{1}$ $D$ core $I_{1}$ $R_{1}$ properly embed-
ded arc $D$ $R_{1}$ $I_{1}$ regular neighborhood $I_{1}$
$R_{1}$ $R_{2}$ attach $R(\gamma_{1})$ properly em-
bedded arc $A_{1}$ sutured manifold properly embedded arc
$(M_{1}, \gamma_{1}, A_{1})$ marked sutured manifold
4.2. $E$ marked sutured manifold $(M_{1}, \gamma_{1}, A_{1})$ product disk with $A_{1}$ as





4.3 ([9]). $R$ Seifert surfaces $R_{1},$ $R_{2}$ plumbing Seifert
surface $R_{1}$ maked sutured manifold $(M_{1}, \gamma_{1}, A_{1})$ $\circ$ Y $M_{1}$
product disk with $A_{1}$ as an edge $h(R)=h(R_{1})+h(R_{2})$
3.6
unknotted annulus with 1 or 2 full twists $B_{0},$ $B_{1}$
$B_{0}$ $8_{1}$
4.4 (cf. [7]). $h(B_{0})=0$ .
4.5 (cf. [7]). $h(B_{1})=1$ .
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4.8. $R_{k}$ complementary sutured manifold completely disk decompos-
able. $O47^{\iota}1$ . $R_{1}$ $C0$ $\gamma \mathfrak{l}ewer$ }$a’\gamma S1\lambda\{ure4hAh|\dagger v\{A$
$arrow$
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